DRIVING DIRECTIONS TO
Freeman Stadium

From HIGHWAY 1

- Take the CSU Monterey Bay exit.
- The exit will put you on LIGHTFIGHTER DR.
- Proceed down LIGHTFIGHTER DR to the second traffic light. Turn LEFT onto SECOND AVE.
- At the first stop sign make a RIGHT into parking Lot 100.
- FREEMAN STADIUM is adjacent to LOT 100.

From SALINAS

- Take RESERVATION RD to IMJIN RD. Turn left onto IMJIN RD.
- At the second traffic light make a LEFT onto ABRAMS DR.
- When ABRAMS DR ends at the stop sign, make a RIGHT onto INTER-GARRISON RD.
- Continue down INTER-GARRISON RD for approximately 2 miles.
- Turn LEFT onto SECOND AVE.
- At the second stop sign make a LEFT into parking Lot 100.
- The FREEMAN STADIUM is adjacent to LOT 90.

Parking permit required at all times. For more information visit: csumb.edu/parking.

- Visitor Parking
- Destination
- Pedestrian Mall